Abstract. We develop a method to generate robust networks against malicious attacks, as well as to substantially improve the robustness of a given network by swapping edges and keeping the degree distribution fixed. The method, based on persistence of the size of the largest cluster during attacks, was applied to several types of networks with broad degree distributions including a real network, the Internet. We find that our method can improve the robustness significantly. Our results show that robust networks have a novel "onion-like" topology consisting of a core of highly connected nodes hierarchically surrounded by rings of nodes with decreasing degree. . The size of the nodes is proportional to their degree. Edges between nodes with equal degree and the fully connected core are highlighted. In onion-like networks between nearly each pair of nodes of equal k there is a path that does not contain nodes with higher degree.
. (Colors online) The onion-like topology of a robust network with N = 124 nodes and M = 366 edges obtained from the Apollonian network [24] . The size of the nodes is proportional to their degree. Edges between nodes with equal degree and the fully connected core are highlighted. In onion-like networks between nearly each pair of nodes of equal k there is a path that does not contain nodes with higher degree.
Introduction
The security of real networks, like power supply networks [1] , optical communication networks [2] , computer networks or spy networks, is an important issue. Networks are considered to be secure if their function is not affected by the removal of nodes, which can be either random or targeted. Many networks are remarkably resistant against random failure, but a malicious attack is targeted to disrupt the network removing only a small fraction of nodes [3, 4, 5] or edges [3, 6] . A simple solution to avoid the disruption and increase the security is to add edges between nodes, but additional edges also increase the costs significantly. In this Letter we show that for a given degree distribution the most robust networks have an "onion-like" topology (See Fig. 1) 
Designing robust networks
A network is robust when as many as possible elements of the system remain globally connected even after a fraction of nodes or edges has been removed. Only few types of networks are robust against both random and malicious attacks [7, 8] . Based on a new measure for robustness which considers the size of the largest connected cluster during the entire attack process, an optimization process is used [9] . The optimization process significantly improves the robustness against malicious attack while keeping the node degrees constant. As a form of malicious attack we choose the high degree adaptive attack (HDA), which corresponds to the failure of the most stressed nodes in physical networks [10] . We investigate how properties of the networks change during our optimization process. We discover that, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the topology of robust networks converges, independent of the initial structure, to an onion-like structure, where high degree nodes are connected to each other, hierarchically surrounded by rings of nodes of decreasing degree. To confirm the generality of our results, we consider different types of networks as initial state for our optimization procedure. We study scale-free network models such as the Barabasi-Albert network [3] , the Apollonian network [11, 12] and the scale-free configuration model [13] as well as the bimodal network, which is not scale-free and is initially extraordinarily robust [7, 8] . We also study the network of the Internet at the level of autonomous system (AS) obtained from DIMES project [14] . In either case we observe that the robustness against HDA can be increased significantly and all optimized networks exhibit the novel type of "onion-like" topology. There are several ways to define the robustness of a network [10, 15] . Adapted from percolation theory, we associate the robustness with the average size of the largest connected cluster during the removal of nodes. The robustness measure R sums the fractions of nodes in the largest connected cluster s(Q) after removing Q ‡ nodes
where N is the number of nodes in the network [9] . The robustness R, Eq. (1), which corresponds to the integral of the curves in Fig. 2 , not only measures after how many removals the network fall apart (which is the common measure in percolation theory), but also considers the size of the largest connected cluster for each number of removed nodes. The range of R is [0, 0.5], where R = 0 corresponds to an original network of isolated nodes and R = 0.5 to the most robust network, which is a fully connected network during the entire attack. Previous work has dealt with finding the degree distribution for which the networks are most robust [7, 8] . Others have studied the effect of the interaction strength of the edges [16] and the dependence of the robustness on different topological properties, especially on the assortativity r [15, 17] . These studies have focused on the percolation threshold q c without considering the size of the largest connected cluster. As shown in Fig. 2a , high assortative and onion-like networks have similar q c ≈ 0.3, but onion-like networks have a significantly higher R. This new robustness measure suggests a different perspective to characterize robustness. We introduce the following algorithm, based on Monte Carlo method, to improve the robustness by changing the edges while keeping the degree distribution. We swap the connections of two randomly chosen edges, that is, e ij , which connects node i with node j, and e kl become e ik and e jl [18] . Only if the robustness after the swap is increased, i.e., R new > R old the swap is accepted. Then we repeat this procedure with another randomly chosen pair of edges §. We improve the networks against one typical attack strategy, the high degree adaptive (HDA) attack [10] , but this method can be applied to any type of attack or combination ‡ The sum is divided into N + 1 equal intervals. § We repeat this procedure until the improvement during the last 10000 tested swaps is less than 1%. of attacks. In HDA one removes from the network sequentially the nodes with the highest degree. After each removal the degrees are recalculated to find the current highest degree node. If more than one node has the highest degree, one of them is chosen randomly and removed . This attack strategy is more effective than removing the nodes which had highest degree in the beginning without recalculating the degrees [10] . Other attack strategies can be implemented based on the load of nodes and edges [10] , on graph partition [19] or on inverse targeting immunization [20] . However, these strategies rely on global information while HDA needs only the local information about the node degree. We use our method to improve the robustness against malicious attacks on several different types of networks. Figure 2 shows the fraction of nodes belonging to the largest connected cluster s(q) before and after applying our method for Barabasi-Albert (BA) [3] , Bimodal (BM) [7, 8] , Apollonian (AP) [11, 12] networks and the Internet at the level Because of the random selection, R is an estimation of the expectation of the robustness. Therefore a swap can be accepted, even if the robustness is decreased. -0.28 Figure 3 . The robustness R versus system size N for AP and BA networks before and after applying the optimization procedure. The robustness seems to scale like a power law with N . The dashed line is the upper bound for the robustness.
of autonomous systems (AS) [14] . All results for the model networks are averaged over five different realizations. Most of the results for networks, which are created with the scale-free configuration model with an exponent γ = 2.5 (SF) [13] , are similar to BA networks and are not discussed further here.
Numerical results
As shown in Fig.2 , the networks become significantly more robust after the optimization. The largest cluster vanishes after removing twice as many high degree nodes in BA and BM networks after optimization. The improvement is even more pronounced in the AS and AP networks. To test the efficiency of our optimization process we performed a randomization of the initial networks keeping the node degrees fixed, before starting the optimization process. The enhanced robustness for these randomized networks (dotted lines in Fig.2c and 2d) is almost identical to those obtained from the original condition. This suggests that our algorithm is efficient in finding the optimal structure for a network with a given degree distribution independent on the initial state of the network.
In Fig.3 we plot the robustness R as a function of the size N of the network before and after our improvement. The robustness of the original networks decreases as a power-law, R ∼ N −α with α = 0.89 ± 0.01 for AP and α = 0.28 ± 0.01 for BA, while the robustness of the improved networks remains high and almost constant. This result shows that the improvement of the robustness increases significantly for larger networks. In many cases the modification of edges causes costs. To reduce these costs, the fraction of swapped edges c should be small. In order to minimize this cost, we modify our condition for accepting a swap. It will be accepted, only if R new > R old + δ T , where δ T is a threshold. Our aim is to get the highest robustness for a given fraction c of swapped edges. Instead of calculating the robustness for many different values of δ T , we compute the envelope R E (c), which is the maximal possible robustness R one can obtain for a fixed c. We start our optimization process with a large δ T and reduce it during the process, if all swaps are rejected ¶. As shown in Fig.4 , it is possible to reduce the number of swaps significantly while reaching the same robustness. For example, the fraction of swaps c in the BA network can be reduced by up to c = 0.2 while reaching the same robustness. By swapping the edges, we change network's topology. In Fig.1 we show an example of the topology after applying our algorithm to a small AP network. The network displays an "onion-like" topology. That is, the network is formed by a fully connected core of high degree nodes, surrounded by successive layers of nodes with decreasing degrees. To test and quantitatively support our observations, we focus on four properties which characterize the topology: The average degree of the nearest neighbors of a k-degree node, the clustering coefficient, the onion structure and the average shortest path length. In the following we discuss the results for δ T = 0 and show examples for different network types. The topological properties are qualitative independent of the system sizes N and the threshold δ T . The average degree of the nearest neighbors of a k-degree node, k nn , is a measure for degree-degree correlations [21] and is defined as
where k i is the degree of node i and N k is the number of nodes with degree k. E kk i counts the connections between the node i and nodes with degree k. As shown in Fig.5a , k nn is higher for high degree and lower for low degree in the robust networks compared to the original ones. This means that our algorithm tend to connect nodes of similar degree. Figure 5 . Dependence on the degree k of a) the average degree of the nearest neighbors of a k-degree node, k nn , for AS and SF (inset); b) the cluster coefficient C k for AS and SF (inset); and c) the maximal fraction of nodes with degree k, which are connected through nodes with a degree smaller or equal to k. In d) we plot the average shortest path length l versus the system size N for BA and AP (inset).
Next we study the average clustering coefficient C k [22] of the nodes with connectivity k:
where E k sums up the number of edges between the neighbors of each node with degree k. Fig.5b shows the behavior for C k , which is similar to k nn . Both results confirm that nodes with high degree form a highly connected core. The decreasing tail for k nn and C k for large k in the case of the AS network arise from the low number of nodes with high degree.
Next we try to demonstrate further that the optimized network evolves to a hierarchical onion-like structure. To do this we calculate the maximal number of nodes S k with degree k, which are connected through nodes with a degree smaller or equal to k. As shown in Fig.5c , paths between nodes with equal degree without passing through nodes with higher degree emerge in the robust networks. This supports our assumption that the highly connected nodes of robust networks form a core hierarchically surrounded by rings of nodes of decreasing degree.
The last topological property we analyze is the average shortest path length l between two nodes [3] . Although l increases after the optimization, the average shortest path length is still comparable with the length before the optimization, as shown for BA and AP networks in Fig.5d . Also, the results shown in Fig.5d indicate that l increases not faster than logarithmically with the system size N , thus demonstrating that the optimized networks have the small-world property [23] .
Conclusion
In summary we have shown that a new measure for robustness of networks against malicious attacks, which focuses on the evolution of the size of the largest connected cluster during the attack, outperforms the common robustness measure. We have also developed a method that increase the robustness of networks against high degree adaptive attack while keeping the degree of the network nodes unchanged. Even if the number of links swaps is limited, the networks can be made significantly more robust. We found that the optimized networks evolve to a special structure with a core of high degree nodes surrounded by rings of nodes with decreasing degree. This novel onion-like topology implies that almost all nodes remain connected after removing the hubs in the core. Our results could be used to design robust optical networks with broad degree [2] and to improve existing networks without changing many edges. This could be applied to a power supply system to increase its robustness against acts of terrorism or to reduce the cascade failures in the case of a breakdown of the most stressed nodes. Applying our method to the AS Internet, malicious hackers would have to attack many more hubs to interrupt the system.
